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In the case of mango-fruits, some people occasionally
went to Surat to sell them. During recent years
the number of Alphonzo trees has increased and
is still increasing. The marketing of mango-fruits is
becoming more systematic. A few intelligent farmers
have even learnt the method of grading and packing
this fruit. Paddy is now sold direct in the Bulsar
market and not, as before, through the money-lenders.
The marketing of gul is particularly interesting in its
historical aspect.
Before 1915, it is said, great annoyance was caused by
the up-country merchants (merchants coming from North-
ern Gujarat and Kathiawar) who came to this area to
purchase gul. The village dalals were virtually forced
to take them from place to place, though often they made
no purchases, which would have entitled the dalals to some
brokerage. Bulsar dealers, too, put them to great incon-
venience. After a brief yet memorable struggle in 1917,
the matter has improved considerably. We give below
the origin and events of this struggle which clearly demon-
strate that the illiterate cultivator is not ignorant of his
economic interests and that he can rise to the occasion
when necessary.
It was in the season of 1917 that one of the most
flourishing money-lenders and gul-merchants of Bulsar,
asked one of the farmers of Fanaswada, a village to the
west of Atgam, to send his gul-pots to the Bulsar station
at the latter's risk and responsibility. As will be clear
from the description of the marketing of gul we shall
presently give, this was a departure from the usual system
and, if adopted, would have affected the farmer adversely.
The farmer of Fanaswada boldly refused to do so.
Thereupon the merchant did not purchase his gul. The
matter spread far and wide, with the result that the farmers
of Atgam and a few other surrounding villages, set them-
selves to discover the best method of selling their gul in
case the Bulsar merchants remained obstinate.

